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Laila Engle, flute/piccolo/alto flute/bass flute
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Jenny Khafagi, violin
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PROGRAM
JACOB TER VELDHUIS (b.1951)
Tatatata (2006)

GIACINTO SCELSI (1905-1988)
Ko Lho (1966)
 1. untitled
 2. untitled

JOHN ADAMS (b.1947) 
Road Movies (1995) 
 I Always with a slight swing
 II Contemplative
 III 40% Swing

ANNA CLYNE (b.1980)
1987 (2008)

CHARLOTTE BRAY (b.1982)
Upflight of Butterflies (2016)
 I Abandoned Sun
 II Trail of Light
 III White with Space
 IV Dazzlement of Butterflies

ABOUT THE MUSIC
Push It.

We’re pushed for space. We’re often pushed for time. We can be pushed to the limit. We push out work we’ve 
created. Our phone sends us Push Notifications. City living makes extraordinary demands on us. The price one 
pays for the close convenience of goods and services is the close proximity of our fellow humans. Riding on a 
peak-hour tram often means being pushed out of the way by your fellow commuters or, worse still, pushed on 
top of one. The act of pushing is in some ways symbolic – a desire to subconsciously, albeit futilely, expand our 
personal space by moving the very air that surrounds us further from us. And yet, we can rarely execute such a 
move without affecting another’s space in some way. Like planetary systems, carefully balanced trajectories can be 
swung wildly off track when two bodies get uncomfortably close to each other – whether we like it or not, we are 
all at each others’ mercies. And so, tonight, a concert that studies twin systems, tight corners, and wilful restraint. 
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NEXT CONCERT
Our Space
Thursday 11 August 6pm
Syzygy Ensemble widens its lens to incorporate the sounds and experiences of composers from all around Australia.
For more information, tickets and the full Metropolis program, please visit metropolisfestival.com.au

PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

John Adams describes his Road Movies as a ‘relaxed drive down a not unfamiliar road’. Relaxed, that is, until the 
third movement, when the ride becomes for ‘4-wheel drives only’. A road trip is in some ways the logical limit 
of (in)voluntary tethering – the landscape surrounding the passengers constantly changes, even as they remain 
in a close, fixed position to each other. Here, the violinist and the pianist take turns occupying the driver’s seat, 
but neither is ever completely in control. The pianist needs to ‘swing’ – but not too much or else the road for the 
violinist will be too rocky; in turn, the violinist can’t be too rigid or else the pianist won’t enjoy any suspension. 
Their fates are inextricably entwined from the first note to the last as they both try to stave off road-rage by 
entering into the other’s groove.

Personal space is further invaded in Scelsi’s Ko Lho where the two performers (on flute and clarinet) sound as 
if they are musically being pulled together by magnets. The instruments are generally playing not more than a 
semitone apart, yet all the while they manage to explore a vast microscopic inner world of multiphonics, quarter-
tone glissandi and subtly varying vibrato speeds. The end result is a complete merging of timbres where we can  no 
longer tell where one instrument starts and another stops – what Donato Mancini describes as a ‘single, flowing, 
ecstatic ribbon of red noise’.

For Jacob ter Veldhuis, the vagaries of the city have been a well-spring of inspiration for his ‘boom-box’ series of 
pieces, where solo performers play along with manipulated pre-recorded sounds that sample everything from the 
street language of USA gang warfare to trash-talking Jerry Springer. For Tatatata, the garbled protagonist is the 
French futurist poet Guillame Apollinaire who duets with a solo cellist. Here the performer is restricted in absolute 
terms by a device which cannot respond to any of their gestures in real time. Here we don’t have two drivers 
engaged in a subtle industrial ballet, we have a tram fixed to unswerving tracks and we must ride at the same pace 
as it or get out of its way! In a nod to the Dadaist nature of the poetry being sampled, the baby-talk of the title is 
also a play on words of ‘Ta’ – the takadimic rhythmic system’s syllabic representation of music’s most basic unit, 
the crotchet.

An electronic component also restricts the quartet of players in Anna Clyne’s 1987. In fact, it almost overwhelms 
them at times. The players must adhere to a meticulously detailed score concerning their entries and exits into 
and out of what sounds like a very free soundscape – so exacting is it in fact, that this is the only piece in tonight’s 
concert where all performers are required to see all the other performers’ parts on their own score. For the first 
time tonight there is a hint at wanting to break free from city life. The taped component contains recorded sounds 
of pebbles on a regional beach and a carousel at a country fair – memories of a world less cluttered and with less 
push.

Finally, all the performers gather on stage for Bray’s The Upflight of Butterflies. Here the threads gather, as does 
a communal urge to let in light. The tricks learnt in earlier pieces – forming paired alliances out of necessity 
– come in handy here. Out of the quiet mutterings of the first movement, spontaneous duets develop – most 
prominently between the flute and cello who take centre stage with a virtuosic pas de deux which occupies the 
bulk of the second movement. As the other three instruments creep in, the pairings become more varied and 
complex. It is the piano here that’s the most fickle and restless – flirting with the material of other instruments 
while also meandering wildly, ducking and diving. And, ultimately, the piano finds the escape hatch. It leads off 
the final movement with a driving ostinato gradually picked up and expanded on by the other players, reaching 
ever upwards in unpredictable cycles. Here, breaking free of city life happens not by traversing the globe, but by 
jettisoning it. Like the newly emerging butterfly, we fly skyward – without thinking too much about tomorrow, or 
about the price we might have paid for our freedom.

A note on environmental friendliness:
In an effort to commit to greener performances, programs are printed to share one between two people. If you 
would like to download additional copies of these program notes, please visit melbournerecital.com.au/programs
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